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Market and Economic Commentary 

 

After a difficult start to the quarter for risk assets, we saw equities move higher in Sep-

tember, leaving global equities broadly flat for the quarter. The quarter was marked 

by a continued slowdown in the global economic data, offset by further monetary 

easing from the US and Europe 

 

The stock market has had a good year with the S&P500 up 19% year-to-date and 

more than recovering its losses from last year’s correction.  However, forward P/E rati-

os are now above their 25-year average, even as earnings growth has 

slowed.  Meanwhile, the Federal Reserve, worried about trade tensions and overseas 

weakness, has cut the federal funds rate twice in recent months and looks likely to 

cut again before the end of the year.  This has triggered a further slide in long-term 

interest rates with the 10-year Treasury yield at 1.73%, down almost a full percent from 

the start of the year. 

 

US Economic growth continues to decelerate.  The economic expansion entered its 

11th year in July, making it the longest expansion since 1900.  As the effects of fiscal 

stimulus from tax cuts, which boosted growth in the US in 2018, fades, growth has 

slowed.   Second quarter U.S. real GDP growth was 2.3% year-over-year compared to 

3.2% a year earlier and could fall below 2.0% year-over year in the third. Consumer 

spending continues to grow solidly but this is being offset by falling investment spend-

ing and weak exports.  Numbers due out this week on construction spending, light 

vehicle sales and international trade should confirm this slowdown.  

 

The Global economy has slowed but not stalled.  Amid global trade tensions that 

have intensified and remained unresolved, along with political turmoil across Europe 

and a slowing China, the global economy is facing a slowdown.  Manufacturing ac-

tivity, as measured by PMI data has dipped into contractionary territory (below 50) in 

many regions, most notably China, Germany, Taiwan and Korea. Still, the global 

economy is not likely to stall in 2019 as we see central banks shifting towards easing 

monetary policy, which is supportive to the global economy. 

  

Us Employment gains have slowed.  We expect the September US unemployment 

rate to be reported as 3.7% - a very low number but no lower than it was a year ago.  

Job growth normally lags GDP growth by one to two quarters, so as growth deceler-

ates, we have also seen job gains slow in the US. 

 

Inflation is low but steady. Almost 10 years of monetary stimulus, economic growth 

and falling unemployment have succeeded in boosting home prices, bond prices 

and stock prices.  However, they have not had a meaningful impact on consumer 

prices.  Information technology continue to make consumer markets more competi-

tive and this, along with likely only modest wage growth from here, suggests that in-

flation will hover just under 2%, undershooting the Federal Reserves target of 2%. 

 

Earnings Growth has slowed.  Earnings in second quarter 2019 were relatively steady 

from the previous quarter at 4%, despite initially very pessimistic analyst expectations.  

From here, earnings growth should continue to achieve low to med-single digit 

growth for the rest of the year. 
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SA Market Commentary 

In President Ramaphosa’s “ Thuma Mina” message in February 2018 the message was of hope and renew-

al.  However, the on-going malaise and  lack of implementation has led to: 

More capital investments leaving the country than capital  coming in.  Many local companies are unmoti-

vated towards committing fresh expansionary capital into the economy due to lack of conviction and visi-

bility in policy certainty and growth initiatives. Corporate management are worried that the business and 

consumer confidence gauges have been too low for too long with too few convincing signals of pending 

improvements. They believe that without effective urgent actions to lift these indices, capital investments 

will continue to dwindle or are unlikely to improve meaningfully.  If these views hold, we could see more 

employment lay-offs in the formal economy as companies restructure to accommodate stagnation and 

cut their expenses to the bone to survive. 

 

Therefore, it is  not surprising that the  third quarter remained a challenging environment in South Africa. In 

the markets, domestic equities continued to deliver poor returns this past quarter with the FTSE/JSE all share 

index ending –5.81% for the quarter.   

This was reflective of the poor state of the local economy and investors running out of patience. The threat 

of “prescribed assets”  NHI, Eskom, and SOE bailouts remain a topical issue in the South African investment 

landscape. As investors we believe there is an urgent and necessary development & growth imperative for 

investment in infrastructure in South Africa. We understand why “prescribed assets” could provide such a 

mechanism but ultimately believe an industry without prescription is a far better environment for savers.  Its 

our view that prescribed assets will be an unmitigated disaster. On Global equity markets we finally see the 

steam running out of the IPO frenzy in US markets which is a clear signal that the hubris of bull markets will 

be followed by a more challenging environment. 
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         Insights 

“My dear mother always taught me - mind your own 

business.  Little did she know that her lesson also ap-

plies to my investing career. I never really worry about 

what the market is likely to do, what the Federal Re-

serve is likely to do, who's the President or which politi-

cal party is in charge - or any other broad macro con-

cept. Instead, I mind my owned businesses. I pay 

careful attention to the specific businesses I own, their 

valuations, and prospects for future growth.  I built my 

portfolio one company at a time, and I manage my 

portfolio one company at a time. To me, this really sim-

plifies the investment process and offers the side effect 

of less to worry about.” – Chuck Carnevale, Seeking 

Alpha 

 

Most investors suffer from what we believe is an unprof-

itable obsession with the stock market.  Investors con-

stantly obsess about what the market is doing daily 

and what the market will do next.  To us this only makes 

sense if you specifically own the “stock market” i.e., an 

index fund.  Otherwise, only what you specifically own 

should be of any concern to you. 

   

It is odd that we revere the greatest investors such as 

Warren Buffett, Peter Lynch and Ben Graham, yet we 

mostly ignore their sage advice.  Nowhere is this more 

evident than how most investors think about stock pric-

es compared to how the masters do. Warren Buffett 

has lamented, "For some reason people take their cues 

from price action, rather than from values." Here, he is 

telling us that the business value is more important than 

the short-term market appraisal.  In 'One Up On Wall 

Street' Peter Lynch said, "What makes stocks valuable 

in the long run isn't the market, it's the profitability of 

the shares in the companies you own. "Peter is advising 

you to focus on your own companies operating results, 

not its price.  

 

Not all stocks are the same, and in many cases, the 

disparities are enormous.  This concept also applies to 

valuation. Within the large universe of stocks that make 

up the market, there will always be overvalued, under-

valued and fairly valued individual stocks to be found. 

Obviously, long-running bull markets like we are cur-

rently in will produce a greater number of overvalued 

stocks, and bear markets will produce a greater num-

ber of undervalued stocks. However, regardless of the 

market we are in, there will always be some of each. 

 

We are currently seeing a lot of press commentary and 

discussion about the overvalued market, the potential 

for recession, and/or political and interest rate risks.   

We do not suggest that neither politics nor interest 

rates have any effect on companies at all.  Instead, 

we are simply suggesting that they are, but one of 

many factors that investors need to consider.   

 

As we have said, we are only interested in good quali-

ty companies when we can purchase them at attrac-

tive valuations. We consider a company above-

average when its business grows at above-average 

rates.  The most common way to measure this is earn-

ings growth.  We believe that earnings determine mar-

ket price in the long run.  They always have and al-

ways will.  Emotions may determine market price over 

the short run, but in the long run, it’s the company’s 

performance that determines the price. 

 

Additionally, we believe that investors overestimate 

the influence that government and/or macroeconom-

ic factors such as interest rates have on business results.  

In fact, we do believe that government policies can 

make it easier or more difficult to do business.  Also, it is 

true that a higher interest rate environment might be 

more challenging than a lower interest rate environ-

ment. However, either of those things are simply items 

on the expense side of the profit loss statement that 

management is challenged to deal with.  One of the 

factors that determines a great business over a medio-

cre business is a skilled, honest and competent man-

agement team.  

 

These are the reasons why we strive to invest in good 

quality companies where we believe management will 

be able to successfully navigate the many business 

challenges that the company will inevitably face. 

We mind our owned businesses 
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        Report back on  our funds 

All our funds remained top decile  in their relevant ASISA sectors over 3 and 6 months and since inception.  We 

have made one change to our  underlying managers during the quarter.  

 

The Platinum BCI Worldwide Flexible fund  

 

The fund ended the quarter up + 5.95%, in an environment in which global equities flatlined, the local market 

went down -4.6%.  The weakening local currency contributed to the fund performance.  During the quarter 

against the backdrop of being utterly frustrated by the continuing malaise in South Africa and disappointing 

company results, we reduced our exposure to South African shares by selling the JSE and Discovery.  Its our view 

that the recovery in South Africa is going to take longer than anticipated. Our continued exposure to Enhanced 

Yield Funds provided a cushion and the composite of our three funds returned over 2% during the quarter. 

 

The main contributors to the performance over the quarter were Apple Inc., Starbucks Corp, and Medtronic PLC.  

One of the reasons Apple’s share price has performed well is that iPhone 11 Pro sales appear stronger than ex-

pected. Now, more than three weeks after the 10th September launch event, delivery dates for iPhone 11 Pro and 

Pro Max stretch 3-4 weeks for online orders from the U.S. Apple site. Apple appears to have underestimated 11 Pro 

demand, and that's good news for investors.  

 

Discovery, Remgro and the J.S.E were the worst performing shares during the quarter. Discovery was down over 

22% due to concerns over NHI and their accounting policies relating to the “lives” on their life book. It is our view 

that the sell-off in the Discovery share price was not overdone.   In addition, the negative “multiplier affect” on SA 

companies performance on the down-side can lead to aggressive revaluation of growth stocks.  

 

In line with our strategy in times of uncertainty in the economy and financial markets, we started the process of 

focusing on companies that have reliable cash flows, low debt, attractive dividend yields and sustainable earn-

ings.  In a world created by negative interest rates (the quoted value of negative yielding debt the world over hit 

10.6 trillion USD) we decided to stay away from the game in the bond market of musical chairs and purchased 

tobacco stocks instead, taking advantage of the fact that these stocks are undervalued and are well below our 

fair value estimate.  They are paying good dividend yields of between 6% and 8% p.a. While there are a number 

of risks associated with tobacco stocks, there is a good and sensible investment case to purchase them instead 

of negative yielding bonds. The rule of 72 gives us a simple guide to guesstimate that holding tobacco stocks,  

should see our principle double in eight years. At a minus 2% rate your principal will be chopped in half in 32 

years, that’s not taking inflation into account. Currently at a 2% inflation rate every bond holders principal is on 

the chopping block.  

 

The US economy started showing signs of slowing down with the PMI index being down quite sharply,  the US yield 

curve has remained inverted and although the US Consumer continued to surprise, our recent purchases are in 

line with our conservative views which we have started to implement in the funds positioning. 

  

 

The Platinum BCI Balanced Fund of funds  

 

The Fund had a good quarter and was up 2.60% . This was mainly due to most of our underlying equity managers 

outperforming during the quarter.  360NE who have been bearish on South Africa performed exceptionally well. 

During the quarter we switched from the Allan Gray Equity fund to the Centaur BCI Flexible fund. We have had a 

long relationship with the Centaur team since 2000 and we are delighted to have them as one of our  underlying 

equity managers in both our funds. The Centaur team have performed well over the long term with an enviable 

track record in managing risk vs return. 

 

The fund’s equity exposure  remained  very much unchanged and is still underweight local equities. Since incep-

tion the fund has outperformed its  benchmark of CPI + 4% which importantly it provides our clients with a real re-

turn over the long term 
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        Report back on  our funds 

The Platinum BCI Income Provider Fund of funds  

 

Once again, the income fund did exceptionally well and outperformed its benchmark by more than 2.5% in 

the quarter. The Fund was up 2.94%. The fund is now top quartile over all meaningful periods, and we are de-

lighted that the fund is doing so well. Importantly, the fund has outperformed its benchmark of cpi+2 over the 

longer term.  This is what we aim to achieve for our investors in this fund. 

 

The Income fund’s equity exposure  remained  very much unchanged . We have maintained an underweight 

equity exposure, with the switch into the centaur flexible fund the allocations changed slightly.   

 

 

The Global Managed fund USD  

 

The fund ended the quarter up 1.5%, while the MSCI World USD was up just 0.53% over the same period.  The 

main contributors to the performance over the quarter were Apple Inc., Starbucks Corp, and Medtronic PLC.  

One of the reasons Apple’s share price has performed well is that iPhone 11 Pro sales appear stronger than ex-

pected. Now, more than three weeks after the 10th September launch event, delivery dates for iPhone 11 Pro 

and Pro Max stretch 3-4 weeks for online orders from the U.S. Apple site. Apple appears to have underestimat-

ed 11 Pro demand, and that's good news for investors.  

 

Cisco was a detractor to the performance.  The price of Cisco dropped after the last earnings release where 

they disappointed the market with a below-consensus growth forecast and a large drop in China sales.  We 

believe that the reaction appears overdone, given the low percentage of Cisco’s sales in China and steady 

performance in other businesses. 

 

In line with our strategy to gradually re-structure the portfolio to defensive stocks, we increased our exposure to 

tobacco stocks, taking advantage of the fact that these stocks are undervalued and are well below our fair 

value estimate.  They are paying good dividend yields of between 6% and 8% p.a. While there are a number of 

risks associated with tobacco stocks, we are comfortable with the management teams which will be able to 

continue guiding the companies into the future.  These are low growth companies with Phillip Morris having 

consensus earnings growth of around 4-5% p.a. and a dividend yield of 6% p.a. which conservatively will give 

us annual returns of 10-11% p.a. which we would be happy with. 

 

We maintained our asset allocation very much the same as last quarter at 66.6% equities, 23.9% cash, 6.8% 

bonds and 2.7% property exposure. 

 

 

_________________________________________________________ 
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        Stock in Focus   

A dominant player in the MedTech arena with a wide economic moat 

 

We have held Medtronic shares since inception in the Platinum Global Managed Fund and longer in our Private Client Portfoli-

os.  Our investment has generated a 14.95% p.a. return for investors (from fund inception 13/5/2013 to 30/8/ 2019). 

 

Like many other success stories, Medtronic also started out in a garage. Founded in Minneapolis by Earl Bakken and Palmer 

Hermundslie a mere four years after the end of World War 2, Medtronic has long been synonymous with cardiovascular care. 

Such humble beginnings as a hospital equipment repair shop did not prevent it from being considered, many years later, as 

"the best medical company in the world." Back in 1949, the concept of implanting electrical contraptions in the human body 

to treat chronic diseases was nothing more than a bizarre, Frankenstein-like vision.  

 

Fuelled by strong organic growth and by a vast string of acquisitions, Medtronic is now one of the world's largest standalone 

MedTech companies. This leading position was reached in 2014 when the company acquired Covidien for USD 43 billion.  

 

 
Image source: Statista 

 

The mega-merger with Covidien brought additional R&D capabilities, a massive portfolio of new devices and a greatly ex-

panded footprint to Medtronic's business. The company stated that it is harvesting significant cost synergies ahead of sched-

ule. 

 

The combined company is a MedTech behemoth that manufactures and sells medical devices and therapies for treating 

more than 30 different chronic diseases across hundreds of markets.  Medtronic counts more than 85.000 employees in 160 

countries around the world, and - according to Medtronic's CEO Omar Ishrak - two patients per second now benefit from the 

company's life-saving technologies. 

 

The company's competitive advantages stem from its leading market positioning across multiple therapeutic areas that rely on 

very 'hard-to-replicate' and complex technological solutions used to treat a host of highly prevalent medical conditions. This 

leading position is reinforced by its well-known products among healthcare professionals and by a relentless focus on creating 

valuable intellectual property. 

 

Medtronic currently owns an enormous intellectual property portfolio translated in more than 53.000 patents, a fact that cre-

ates significant barriers to entry in the markets settled by the company. Such enviable prowess in the MedTech arena was bol-

stered still further with the acquisition of Covidien, a very strong MedTech player in its own right. 

 

Another competitive advantage is the company's massive size, which results in economies of procurement and scale. Besides 

 

https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2017/3/7153301_14883852017152_rId5.png
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Medtronic Operates within an attractive market. 

Fuelled by aging populations in Europe, America and Japan - and by recently acquired wealth in China and in India - the 

MedTech industry is poised to see sustained growth for many years into the future. This is a very attractive market.    

 

Opportunities for growth globally 

Penetrating emerging markets is a strategic imperative for Medtronic.  Countries such as China offer immense growth prospects. 

 

Delivered earnings above Wall Street expectations 

Medtronic has delivered earnings numbers above Wall Street expectations in each of the past 12 quarters, quite an impressive 

track record of consistent outperformance from the company. 

 

Source: Seeking Alpha Essential 

Growing, Safe Dividend 

The dividend per share has grown by 77% in the past five years, and it has produced a compounded annual growth rate of 17% 

per year in the past 42 years.  The current forward dividend yield is 1.96%. 

D 

The dividend payout ratio currently stands at 41% of earnings, so Medtronic has plenty of room to continue raising dividends in 

the future. 

 

In summary, we like Medtronic because:  

 

It has a durable competitive advantage  

A High degree of pricing power 

It operates in an attractive growing market 

It is a dominant company within its markets 

It is a diversified company with multiple cash flow generators 

It generates healthy free cash flows 

 

These are the reasons we believe that Medtronic stock is well-positioned for attractive returns over the long term. 

https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2019/9/12/706785-15682934470834913_origin.png

